
 

The Walnut Solar Car Team is comprised 

of 26 high school students who seek to bring 

technology and science to life. The members 

meet every Sunday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. to 

create Horus, the team’s new and improved 

solar car, from scratch to enter in the annual 

Solar Car Challenge in Texas. Last year, the team 

received second place in the Open Division. This 

year, the team’s goal is to return to Texas as the 

only Californian representative with Horus and 

take home the title of first place. 

“At first, being here for six hours every 

Sunday was tedious and exhausting, but as I 

became more involved with the team, it became 

something that I looked forward to every week.” 

says team member Sabrina Lin.  

Building the solar car is a hands-on 

experience that encourages teamwork and 

leadership. Core members take lead in different 

aspects in the progress of the team, such as the 

mechanical, AutoCAD design, and fundraising 

aspects, to increase overall efficiency. In 2013, 

most of the work on the car was done by adult 

advisers. This year, the self-motivated, 

organized, and student-directed team is able to 

complete this project with only slight help from  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

the advisers and mentors. 

As never before, the team has decided 

to make two separate solar cars—a prototype 

and Horus itself. From building and designing the 

prototype, the team is able to learn from 

imperfections to build Horus with much more 

knowledge and efficiency. From the prototype, 

team members were able to gather data and 

experiment with different speeds and amperes. 

In addition, modifications could be made to the 

motor and batteries without tarnishing Horus.  

This month, the team has begun to work 

on Horus, the solar car that will race in Texas this 

summer. The plan is to replicate the test car, 

correct any possible flaws, and make 

improvements so the team may win this year’s 

Solar Car Challenge. The time that the team has 

spent together has helped members bond and 

utilize their strengths as a family.  
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Contact: walnut.solarcar.ca@gmail.com 

www.walnutsolarcar.com 

Come visit us at: 

Diamond Bar Birthday Party 

- Pantara Park on 4/12/14 

Walnut Peddler’s Market       

- Walnut Senior Center on 

5/3/14 

Walnut Solar Car 


